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ABSTRACT

Background: The first- and second-trimester screening for trisomy 21 (T21) are reimbursed for all pregnant women in Belgium. Using a cut-off risk of 1:300 for T21, about 5% of all pregnant women are referred for definitive prenatal diagnosis using an invasive test, at a sensitivity of (only) 72.5%. The sensitivity and specificity of the non-invasive prenatal test (NIPT) are over 99% but come at a cost of €460 (£373) per test. The objective is to estimate the consequences of introducing NIPT for the detection of T21.

Methods: A cost-consequences analysis was performed presenting the impact on benefits, harms and costs. Context-specific real-world information was available to set up a model reflecting the current screening situation in Belgium. This model was used to construct the second and first line NIPT screening scenarios applying information from the literature on NIPT’s test accuracy.

Results: Introducing NIPT in the first or second line reduces harm by decreasing the number of procedure-related miscarriages after invasive testing. In contrast with NIPT in the second line, offering NIPT in the first line additionally will miss fewer cases of T21 due to less false-negative test results. The introduction of NIPT in the second line results in cost savings, which is not true for NIPT at the current price in the first line. If NIPT is offered to all pregnant women, the price should be lowered to about €150 to keep the screening cost per T21 diagnosis constant.

Conclusions: In Belgium, the introduction and reimbursement of NIPT as a second line triage test significantly reduces procedure-related miscarriages without increasing the short-term screening costs. Offering and reimbursing NIPT in the first line to all pregnant women is preferred in the long term, as it would, in addition, miss fewer cases of T21. However, taking into account the government’s limited resources for universal reimbursement, the price of NIPT should first be lowered substantially before this can be realised.

INTRODUCTION

Prenatal diagnosis of Down syndrome allows for informed decision-making with regard to pregnancy continuation or termination. Multiple prenatal trisomy 21 (T21, Down syndrome)/aneuploidy screening strategies in the first and second trimesters have been developed.1 The most commonly used approach for the first trimester screening in Belgium is the combination of the nuchal translucency (NT) ultrasound measure at week 12 (weeks 11–14), the level of free-β-human chorionic gonadotrophin hormone and pregnancy associated plasma protein-A, in combination with age and medical history. The T21 screening in Belgium is fully reimbursed for all pregnant
women and has a high uptake of nearly 80%. However, the overall sensitivity is rather low (~72.5%) compared with reports from neighbouring countries. This moderate performance is most likely related to the absence of an obligatory quality assurance system for the NT assessment in Belgium.

The non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) is performed on a blood sample of the pregnant woman containing circulating cell free DNA both from the mother and the placenta, which in nearly all cases is representative for the fetal DNA. NIPT has been shown to be highly accurate in the detection of common fetal autosomal trisomies, especially T21.3 However, about 4% of the tests will not provide a result (reduced by half after repeated sampling). The ‘no result’ NIPT is often caused by a low proportion of fetal DNA, as seen when the sample is obtained before gestational week 12 or in obese women. In dizygotic twin pregnancies, NIPT also remains a challenge. Owing to its high cost, NIPT was originally positioned as a triage test in pregnancies referred for invasive testing (chorionic villus sampling (CVS) or amniocentesis) because of a calculated risk, for example, above 1:300. NIPT for primary screening (at week 12) of pregnant women with an NT under 3.5 mm is becoming a real possibility in view of the growing number of validation studies in low-risk pregnancies2 and especially the prospect of a lower cost per test.

As part of its government-approved work programme, the Belgian Health Care Knowledge Centre (KCE) performed an economic evaluation of introducing NIPT in the prenatal diagnosis of Down syndrome. The research questions were the following: (1) What is the impact of introducing NIPT on the benefits and harms of screening for trisomy 21 in the Belgian context? Benefits can be expressed in terms of detection of trisomy 21 such that informed decision-making is possible. Possible harms in the process include membrane rupture with amniotic fluid leakage or miscarriage after an invasive test, and the risk of missing the detection of Down syndrome because of a false-negative test result. (2) What is the impact on the costs and budget for the health insurance of introducing NIPT? What is the cost for the detection of a case of trisomy 21 after introducing NIPT?

METHODS
A time-dependent multistage transition probability model was developed in Excel in order to assess the consequences of introducing NIPT. This model allows pregnant women to be followed during the screening process and pregnancy up to birth, taking into account, for example, spontaneous miscarriage rates. In accordance with the Belgian guidelines for economic evaluations,3 the analysis includes direct healthcare costs from the perspective of the healthcare payer. Payments out of the public healthcare budget as well as patients’ co-payments are included.

A short-term time horizon was applied in which costs and effects before birth were considered. Owing to this short-term horizon, no discount rate was applied. A long-term horizon translating results in extra costs per quality-adjusted life-year ((QALY) gained was not modelled due to a lack of reliable data and thus the hypothetical character of this scenario. In this cost-consequences analysis, the following outcomes were calculated: total number of live births and number of children born with Down syndrome, cases of T21 diagnosed during pregnancy, children with Down syndrome born after a false-negative screening result, procedure-related miscarriages (related to T21 detection), short-term screening cost, short-term screening cost per case of T21 diagnosed and incremental cost per extra case of T21 diagnosed.

Population
The model includes all pregnancies in the Belgian population, except for twin pregnancies. These represent 1.8% of pregnancies and correspond to about 2.1% of all T21 cases.4 Complete and up-to-date data from Flanders, the northern community of Belgium representing 54% of the children born in Belgium, were extrapolated to the Belgian situation. The model takes into account the different probabilities of a spontaneous loss of the fetus, for T21 and non-T21 pregnancies, adjusted for gestational week (eg, 5% and 36% at week 10 for all and T21 pregnancies, respectively (see table 1)).6,7 A total of 122 739 births in Belgium in 2012 thus corresponds to 129 199 singleton pregnancies at gestational week 10. The observed live birth prevalence of Down syndrome in Belgium, extrapolated from the Flanders registry, was estimated at 98 in 2012, of which 96 were after singleton pregnancies. On the basis of the age distribution of the pregnant women in Flanders and reported age-related prevalence of Down syndrome, 219 T21 singleton live births would be expected without screening, corresponding to 342 pregnancies at week 10. These numbers of expected and observed births of children with Down syndrome were used to calibrate the model.9

Comparators
The current practice in Belgium for the first or second trimester screening for T21 is modelled and serves as the initial comparator. NIPT is the intervention under consideration and is considered both as a contingent test (ie, as a triage or second line test) and for primary screening (ie, as a first line test). Figure 1 presents the triage scenario in which NIPT is offered only to women at increased risk (>1:300) after the current screening. The risk cut-off is changed in modelled scenario analyses (see the part ‘Uncertainty and scenario analyses’). The figures representing the current Belgian screening strategy and NIPT in the first and second line are presented as online supplementary material.

Input variables
The values and probabilities of all input variables in the models are provided in table 1. Costs for screening, adverse events and pregnancy termination are included
and are expressed in € for the year 2013 (table 2). These costs are based on data from our National Institute for Health and Disability Insurance (NIHDI).

On the basis of reimbursement data from NIHDI for the year 2011, excluding the 1.8% twin pregnancies, 78,168 pregnant women participated in the first trimester screening (€80.42 per activity) and another 21,451 in the second trimester screening (€45.03 per activity). The fee for these activities is exclusive of the ultrasound but includes the counselling which is performed by the healthcare worker offering antenatal screening. NIPT is not a replacement for ultrasound screening and thus no incremental impact on ultrasound screening is included in the model. After adjustments for gestational week, the total screening uptake is estimated at 78.87%. If we also assume 1000 women who immediately undergo invasive testing for T21, the overall uptake of any type of testing for Down syndrome increases to 79.74%. In the reference case, this screening uptake is kept constant.

The sensitivity and specificity of screening at different risk cut-offs are based on the receiver operator characteristics curve data from AML (Algemeen Medisch Laboratorium bvba), a large laboratory covering 40% of the first and second trimester screening for Down syndrome in Flanders. In the reference case, a risk cut-off level of 1:300 is applied, which results in a sensitivity of 72.54% (95% CI 0.649% to 0.795%) and specificity of 95.03% (95% CI 0.949% to 0.952%). This is varied in the modelled scenario analyses (see the part ‘Uncertainty and scenario analyses’).

The baseline cost for NIPT (and also for a repeat NIPT if needed) is set at €460, that is, the current price charged by the University Hospital of Leuven in Belgium. We assume a no first time NIPT result in 4% Table 1 Input variables (volumes and probabilities)
(3–7%) of cases, reduced to 2% (1–3%) after a repeat NIPT. These estimates are in agreement with 11 studies reviewed by Benn et al. In the primary NIPT model, we assume that 2% of the women tested will agree to fall back on the current screening and not opt directly for an invasive test. On the basis of an overview of existing evidence, the sensitivity and specificity of NIPT tests with a result are assumed to be 99.3% (95% CI 98.2% to 99.8%) and 99.84% (95% CI 99.69% to 99.92%), respectively. No additional cost for NIPT counselling is included since it is assumed that this would happen in a similar way as in the current screening approach and thus does not occur as an incremental cost.

Invasive diagnostic testing is recommended after a positive current screening test or NIPT result in order to confirm the results. The proportion of women undergoing an invasive test after a positive screening was 86.9% (95% CI 83.9% to 89.5%) in a large study in Paris. We use a similar probability of 87.5% (80–95%), which was obtained after model calibration. Having no real-world data at our disposal, this proportion of women undergoing an invasive test is also used in the model after a positive or a ‘no result’ for NIPT in case of triage, or after a positive NIPT result in case of a first line NIPT. In case of a ‘no result’ NIPT in the first line, we assume that screening continues with the current approach. The total cost for an invasive procedure and genetic testing for Down syndrome is on average €934 based on the data of NIHDI.

The total number of invasive tests in Belgium in 2011 is 7586. On the basis of the modelling exercise, 4374 tests are performed following the current screening. On the basis of expert opinion and model calibration, the remaining tests are performed: (1) following an NT>3.5 mm (n=398), (2) for other indications (but samples are also tested for T21; n=1814) and (3) in pregnant women who want more certainty without being at increased risk (n=1000). These 1000 women represent

---

**Table 2** Input variables (costs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First trimester screening</td>
<td>€80.42</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>NIHDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second trimester screening</td>
<td>€45.03</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>NIHDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIPT</td>
<td>€460</td>
<td>Scenario and threshold analysis</td>
<td>University Hospital Leuven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invasive diagnostic test</td>
<td>€934.21</td>
<td>Minimum–maximum: €887.71; €980.71</td>
<td>NIHDI (and expert opinion for the distribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalisation for leakage</td>
<td>€3514.54</td>
<td>±20% (uniform)</td>
<td>NIHDI (and expert opinion for the distribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy termination</td>
<td>€914.39</td>
<td>Minimum–maximum: €658.24; €1170.54</td>
<td>NIHDI (and expert opinion for the distribution)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exchange rate 22 May 2014: €1=£0.81.

NIHDI, National Institute for Health and Disability Insurance; NIPT, non-invasive prenatal test.
0.8% of all pregnant women, and we assume that no prior screening test is performed or billed. The number of 1000 primary invasive tests is included in all modelled scenarios of the current screening and triage NIPT. However, we assume that these 1000 women will opt for primary NIPT screening once available as NIPT provides more certainty. In Belgium, the samples obtained from invasive procedures are analysed at one of the eight centres for human genetics. The test sensitivity of CVS has been found to be somewhat lower compared with amniocentesis (98.47% vs 99.32%, respectively). However, in our model, we assume 100% accuracy for these last-stage analyses.

Invasive testing carries a risk of membrane rupture with amniotic fluid leakage. This may lead in about 1% of procedures to a hospitalisation of about 1 week at a cost of €3515 and in about 1% to a procedure-related miscarriage. The latter is based on a Cochrane review which states that “the best estimate of an ‘excess’ risk after second trimester amniocentesis comes from Tabor 1986. In a low-risk population with a background pregnancy loss of around 2%, a mid-trimester amniocentesis will increase this risk by another 1%.” This miscarriage rate may be more frequent after CVS compared with amniocentesis, and rates are expectedly lower in experienced hands. It has been reported that 89% to 97% of the women who received a positive diagnosis of T21 during the prenatal period had an induced abortion. Belgian data covering a 10-year period (2003–2012) in a single centre show a diagnosis of T21 after an invasive test during pregnancy in 44 cases. A T21 pregnancy termination was induced in 42 of these 44 cases (95.45%, 95% CI 87.7% to 99.4%), which is used in the model. This is in agreement with a proportion of 94.8% (95% CI 92.5% to 96.5%) reported in Paris and 93.3% (250 out of 268) in the UK. Pregnancy termination is associated with a 24–48 h hospitalisation and costs on average €914.

Uncertainty and scenario analyses

Both one-way and probabilistic sensitivity analyses were applied. The impact of uncertainty around all the input parameters of the model on the results was modelled probabilistically. The applied distribution depends on the type of variable: probabilities (eg, NIPT test failure or procedure-related fetal loss) and test characteristics (sensitivity and specificity) were modelled as δ distributions. This distribution is limited to the 0–1 scale and reflects the possible outcomes for these variables. For cost variables with less informative data for a stochastic distribution, uniform distributions were applied.

Several one-way scenario analyses are modelled:

- A threshold analysis is performed, changing the price of NIPT to keep the short-term costs per case of T21 diagnosed at the same level as in the current screening scenario.
- A scenario with improved performance of the current screening (sensitivity of 77.5% instead of 72.5%).

For further details, we refer to the online supplementary file. 1000 Latin Hypercube simulations are performed and correlation coefficients are calculated in a probabilistic sensitivity analysis. The @Risk add-on tool (Palisade Corporation) is used for probabilistic modeling and sensitivity analyses.

RESULTS

Reference case

Table 3 presents the results for the three reference case scenarios. In the current screening situation without NIPT, 170 cases of T21 are diagnosed. In total, 96 children with Down syndrome are born, including 41 after a false-negative screening result. There are 58 iatrogenic miscarriages after T21-related invasive testing. The total short-term costs of screening are almost €15 million and the short-term average cost per T21 diagnosed is about €87 000.

Introducing NIPT as a triage test (cut-off 1:300) results in one extra case of T21 diagnosis missed after a false-negative NIPT result. However, there are less procedure-related miscarriages after T21-related invasive testing (16 vs 58). Both the total short-term costs (minus €1.6 million) and short-term average cost per case of T21 diagnosed are lower.

Introducing NIPT in the first line results in more cases of T21 being diagnosed (n=215 vs currently 170), very few children with Down syndrome born after a false-negative screening result (n=2 vs 41 currently), and a significant decrease in iatrogenic miscarriages related to T21 (n=8 vs 58 currently). However, at a price of NIPT of €460, the short-term budget increases to almost €51 million with a tripled average cost per case of T21 diagnosed at about €236 000. The extra cost per extra case of T21 diagnosed versus NIPT as a triage test is about €840 000.

Uncertainty and scenario analyses

Figure 2 provides an overview of the most relevant scenarios, including the impact of uncertainty of all input variables. The x-axis and y-axis represent the number of T21 diagnoses and total short-term costs, respectively. We remark that these are not the only outcomes of importance. Other outcomes, such as the number of procedure-related miscarriages, should also be taken into consideration. Further details on all outcomes are mentioned in online supplementary tables.

More patients would receive NIPT in the second line if the risk cut-off after the first and second trimester screening is lowered. As a result, the number of T21 detections would increase and fewer children with Down...
The syndrome would be born after a false-negative screening. The number of procedure-related miscarriages would increase only slightly each time the cut-off risk is lowered. The short-term total screening costs and average cost per T21 detected are lower compared with the current screening situation if NIPT is used as a triage test with a risk cut-off of up to 1:600. However, if the risk cut-off is lowered further, the extra cost per extra T21 detected increases exponentially (figure 2 and table 6 in online supplementary material).

The threshold analysis resulted in a price of about €152, which would keep the short-term screening cost per T21 diagnosed constant if NIPT is used in the first line. This is illustrated in figure 2. At this price and the current screening uptake of about 80%, we would do much better (more T21 detected, less children born with Down syndrome after a false-negative screening, and less procedure-related miscarriages). At a constant average cost of about €87 000 per case of T21 diagnosed, this would lead to an increase in the short-term costs, proportional to the increased detection rate (see online supplementary table). The same is shown in figure 2 for a 90% uptake scenario.

The probabilistic sensitivity analysis showed that the most important stochastic variables in the current screening model and the model with NIPT in the second line are the sensitivity of current screening and the probability of having an invasive test after positive screening.

**DISCUSSION**

In Belgium, almost 100 000 women participated in the current screening. Introducing NIPT as a contingent test or in first line is expected to reduce the number of procedure-related miscarriages. In addition, the number of T21 diagnoses missed by screening will be strongly reduced when NIPT is used in first line. Whereas NIPT as a contingent test at a price of €460 will lead to short-term savings of about €1.6 million, NIPT in first line has a high impact on budgets, unless the price of NIPT is considerably reduced.

**Strengths and limitations of study**

The major strength of the model is the availability of context-specific real-world information and the ability to reflect the current Belgian screening situation by calibrating the model to the number of women screened, the expected and observed number of children born with Down syndrome and the number of invasive tests performed in Belgium. This calibration ensures that the initial screening model, including a large amount of real-world Belgian data on test characteristics,
probabilities and costs, reflects the current Belgian screening situation as accurately as possible. This initial model is then used to construct the second and first line NIPT screening situation. The expected 219 births with Down syndrome if no screening is performed is used as a control variable and checked in all models and all simulations. Full details of the models are available in online supplementary material.

When NIPT is compared with the current screening system, NIPT is clearly superior in terms of sensitivity and specificity for the detection of T21 and other types of trisomy. Nevertheless, the model focuses on the detection of T21 and does not take into account the effects of screening for trisomy 13 (T13) and 18 (T18). Among the aneuploidy forms, T21 has the highest birth prevalence rate. T18 occurs less frequently and T13 is rather rare and survival of neonates with T13 or T18 beyond the first days of life is rare. The fetal fraction in T21 pregnancies is significantly higher compared with T13 and T18 pregnancies, which may help explain the higher sensitivity and specificity of NIPT for detecting T21. More research is needed to evaluate the use of primary NIPT to detect T13 and T18 which may lead to more invasive tests because of false-positive test results. If the current biochemical analyses are replaced by NIPT, the detection of some other chromosomal aberrations may be missed. At present, the clinical importance is unclear as a NT>3.5 mm will already pick up many of these abnormalities. This is of relevance, as keeping in place the biochemical screening in parallel with NIPT would lead to a much less pronounced drop in invasive testing with a different impact on both costs and effects of the NIPT scenarios modelled.

The major weakness of the model is the inability to apply a long-term horizon and translate outcomes to incremental cost-effectiveness ratios expressing results in euros per (QA)LY gained. Two studies incorporate a lifetime cost of Down syndrome from a societal perspective of $940,000 and $677,000 respectively. A lifetime cost of Down syndrome of $900 000 is also mentioned by the Belgian guidelines for economic evaluations, based on the positive utility effects that might accrue from a future ‘replacement’ child. The important point to note, however, is that an objective economic evaluation that measures and values the resource savings that follow the abortion of the affected fetus or unborn child requires a commensurate measurement and valuation of averted benefits. Furthermore, this remains the case whenever averted costs are incorporated into the evaluation, since the fetus or unborn child is necessarily ascribed a future human status that, by any measure, will have positive value and utility. There are also other relevant costs outside the healthcare system. “When the resource use implications for other sectors of society are considered the issue becomes more complicated: for example, the avoided excess costs associated with educational and institutional care, would need to be considered, as well as the costs of voluntary services and care incurred by the family.” Gathering the necessary information on all these incremental elements could be the subject of future research.

In an ideal situation, all of these incremental elements would be taken into account. However, a translation into (QA)LYs gained was not performed because, within the time frame of this study, not enough reliable data could be gathered to work this out. This does not mean that we consider longer term costs and effects unimportant. On the contrary, we present the impact on various outcomes such as T21 detection, procedure-related pregnancy loss and total number of Down births whether or not after a false-negative screening test in a transparent way in order to inform our policymakers. Furthermore, if all harms (procedure-related pregnancy loss and Down birth after a false-negative screening result) are reduced and the cost per diagnosis stays the same, then it becomes difficult to oppose the introduction and reimbursement of this new technology.

Comparison with other studies
A systematic review of full economic evaluations on the cost-effectiveness of NIPT was performed in December 2013 by searching the websites of HTA institutes and the following databases: CRD HTA, CRD NHS EED, OVID MEDLINE and EMBASE. Details on the search strategy and selection process are available elsewhere. Seven full economic evaluations were retained. All studies were published recently (2011–2013). Five were performed in the USA, one in Australia and one in the
UK. An additional economic evaluation from Ontario, Canada, was published during the writing of this article.

The comparator is different across the identified studies and results are as follows:

- **Contingent screening with NIPT** versus current practice.

  Contingent screening is more efficient than current standard of care, providing benefits at a lower cost. In one of these studies, cost savings were obtained by including a cost for Down syndrome.

  The only study without any explicit conflicts of interest concludes that the introduction of NIPT for screening of high-risk pregnancies would result in better outcomes (additional T21 detected, reduced invasive testing and thus less procedure-related fetal losses), while costs would increase by about 10%, which will need further policy planning.

- **Contingent screening with NIPT** versus universal NIPT screening.

  Contingent screening is more efficient than universal screening. The cost for contingent screening is substantially lower than with universal screening. Offering NIPT to all women would only become affordable if the NIPT costs fall substantially.

- **Contingent screening with NIPT** versus NIPT as a diagnostic tool.

  Contingent screening with NIPT is more efficient than applying NIPT as a diagnostic tool.

Results of the previous studies are unfortunately not easily transferable to the Belgian context for several reasons. The populations described in the economic evaluations differ. Some model the general population of pregnant women while the other studies only include populations at high risk for T21. Related to this, the interventions and comparators used in the models differ. Not all studies consider NIPT in the first and second line. Only two studies include universal NIPT screening, of which one does not include the current situation. Furthermore, the values for several input variables are often not representative for the Belgian situation. For example, the sensitivity of first trimester combined screening (85%) in the study of Song et al is much higher than in the real-world Belgian population. The focus of the economic evaluation lies in the first place on the number of T21 detected. However, when comparing the estimated number of children born with Down syndrome, one should be cautious about differences in, for example, pregnancy termination which is reported to be lower in, for example, the USA compared with Europe. As previously mentioned, inclusion of long-term costs and QoL data should also be supported by better data.

**The price of NIPT**

The price of NIPT varies widely across the economic evaluations published in 2012 or 2013: $1200 (€880, £713), $795 (€583, £472), AU$743 (€479, £388) and a price in the range of $500–$2000 (€367–€1466, £297–£1187). The costs to perform this test are decreasing. In Belgium, the official price of the University Hospital in Leuven is €460 (£373). Sequenom has announced a low-cost NIPT of $250–$500 (€183–€220, £149–£178), to be available by the end of 2014. These changes in prices, together with test accuracy, should be followed in order to take appropriate policy decisions.

**Pressure for referral to NIPT**

Most triage scenarios published as well as our model start from the combined ultrasound and biochemical screening. If reimbursement can be restricted to the 5% of the screened population using the 1:300 cut-off, this may actually lead to a reduction in overall harms and savings for the healthcare budget, even at a cost per NIPT of €460. However, in this case, there will be pressure both from physicians and patients, to further lower the threshold for referral to NIPT, officially or informally. Indeed, in the absence of rigid quality assessment, the ultrasound part of the current screening remains strongly operator (and machine) dependent. This may lead to an increase in the number of women considered at risk after the current screening and thus eligible for NIPT reimbursement.

**Conditions for a successful introduction of NIPT**

Providing correct information and counselling and respect for the decision taken by the women or parents remains a cornerstone of any screening process.

As aforementioned the NIPT test does not provide a result in a fraction of women tested. If primary NIPT is offered at gestational week 10 the proportion of ‘no result’ after a repeat NIPT may be 4% instead of 2%. If most of these women would opt directly for invasive testing instead of falling back to the current screening tests as we assumed, the reduction in harms related to the invasive procedure might not be realised. It is therefore crucial to monitor the performance of the real-life implementation of NIPT not only for sensitivity and specificity, but also for the proportion of ‘no results’ and the uptake of invasive testing after a ‘no result’ answer for NIPT in first line.

Several experts have expressed their fear that the quality of NT will decline once NIPT is broadly introduced. The ultrasound should remain a key component of the prenatal screening process also after the introduction of NIPT in second or first line. Women with a fetal NT>3.5 mm (the 99th centile) are directly (without use of biochemistry information) offered genetic counseling, diagnostic invasive testing and follow-up in keeping with international guidelines. In such cases, there is a greater than 30% risk of chromosomal abnormalities, including but not limited to T21, and other abnormalities such as heart defects.

It has repeatedly been recommended that NT-based risk assessment should only be implemented in centres with appropriately trained and accredited sonographers using high-quality equipment. Results should be subject
to regular audit by an external agency. Such requirements are still to be implemented in Belgium. Also the calibration of the ultrasound machines seems to be a problem. For example, an NT of 3.5 mm is reported as 3.2 mm on one machine and as 3.8 mm on another instrument. This finding illustrates the clear need for further standardisation of the NT assessment. We believe that improving the quality of the ultrasound NT assessment in Belgium could increase the overall sensitivity of the screening, for example, from 72.5% to 77.5% at 95% specificity. This improvement has been modelled separately and confirms that any improvement of the current screening sensitivity is mainly of importance when NIPT is used in the second line, reducing the number of T21 cases missed because of a false-negative result. It could also help in the acceptance of the current screening as an alternative test in cases where NIPT does not provide a result in first line screening. Amniocentesis and CVS carry a 1–2% risk of membrane rupture, a 0.5% risk of sustained oligohydramnios, and a 1% risk of induced miscarriage, which may be higher after CVS as compared with amniocentesis. It has been suggested that 100–400 CVSs are needed before the learning curve reaches a plateau. The risk may thus be lower in the hands of experienced operators and higher in low volume, less experienced centres. Currently, no required minimum volumes have been defined in Belgium and invasive testing is still performed in many small centres. Therefore, we applied a 1% risk of procedure-related miscarriage after CVS or amniocentesis.

Conclusions and policy implications

In comparison with the current prenatal screening for T21, the appropriate use of NIPT in either the first or second line clearly improves the benefit-risk ratio. Based on the availability of data, it was not possible to reliably calculate cost per (QA)LY gained. From an economic point of view, assuming that we accept the current screening situation, we recommend to our National Health Insurer to cover the cost of NIPT if the introduction of NIPT does not increase the screening cost per case of T21 detected. If offered at the current price of €460, NIPT can be introduced as a triage test, even if the screening risk cut-off is lowered from 1:300 to 1:600, corresponding to about 9% positive screen results eligible for NIPT reimbursement. Attention should be paid to further increase the quality of the current screening with NT. As the number of invasive diagnostic tests will mostly decrease, procedures should be centralised. In terms of benefits and harms, the use of NIPT in the first line is preferred over its use in the second line. However, the cost of NIPT should be lowered to about €150 in order not to increase the screening cost per case of T21 detected. In Belgium, at this (future) price level, NIPT should be offered to and reimbursed for all pregnant women.
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